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This paper describes steady and unsteady flows in pipes with small, slowly varying
curvature and torsion. Four new pipe shapes are studied, using Germano’s extension
of the Dean equations. Analytic and numerical solutions are obtained for flows driven
by a steady pressure gradient. Oscillatory flows in pipes with non-uniform curvature
are obtained by numerical methods. The eects of the non-uniformities in curvature
and torsion are discussed, with particular reference to wall shear stress.
1. Introduction
Hardening of the arteries (atherosclerosis) is the main cause of cardiac failure.
There is still some debate on the causes of atherosclerosis, but there is evidence that
it is initiated in regions where the arterial wall shear stress is low (Caro, Fitz-Gerald
& Schroter 1971). Therefore the study of flow in curved and twisted pipes contributes
to the understanding of this phenomenon.
Dean (1927, 1928) analysed steady flow in a loosely coiled pipe and showed that,
when the Dean number is suciently small, the secondary flow consists of a pair
of counter-rotating vortices. Numerical studies of toroidal pipes have shown that,
under certain conditions, a four-vortex solution exists for both steady flow (Dennis
& Ng 1982; Nandakumar & Masliyah 1982; Yanase, Gotoh & Yamamoto 1989) and
unsteady flow (Lyne 1971; Zalosh & Nelson 1973). A stable four-vortex solution was
also observed in the experimental work of Bertelsen (1975).
Until now, analytical studies of steady flow in helical pipes (Germano 1982, 1989;
Kao 1987; Tuttle 1990; Wang 1981) have focused on uniform geometries. Tuttle (1990)
and Kao (1987) showed that, for pipes with circular cross-section, torsion causes a
skewing of Dean’s two-vortex structure. The numerical work by Liu & Masliyah (1993)
showed that a single-vortex solution exists provided that the torsion is much greater
than the curvature. Yamamoto, Yanase & Yoshida (1994) used numerical techniques
to solve the full Navier{Stokes equations for a wide range of parameters; they found
no evidence that helical pipes admit a stable four-vortex solution. Hu¨ttl & Friedrich
(1999a; b) and Hu¨ttl, Wagner & Friedrich (1999) used Germano’s coordinate system to
compute laminar and turbulent flows in curved and helical pipes. Germano’s coordi-
nates have two main advantages: they are suitable for a very wide class of pipe shapes,
and they are orthogonal. However, they also have a signicant disadvantage for a
helical pipe: they are referred to the pipe centreline, and so Germano’s basis does not
contain the tangent vector eld to the line congruence of helices with the same xed
pitch. (The line congruence can be visualized as a set of helical hairs lling the pipe;
it provides a natural means of distinguishing between the axial and secondary com-
ponents of the flow.) Zabielski & Mestel (1998a; b) discussed the above diculty, and
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used a helically symmetric coordinate system to calculate steady and unsteady flows.
They found evidence of symmetry breaking in the unsteady case. Zabielski & Mestel
also showed that at large Reynolds numbers the solution has an asymptotic structure
that is qualitatively similar to the curved pipe solution of Hu¨ttl & Friedrich (1999a).
The human arterial system is non-uniform. Some arteries curve and bifurcate out of
plane. For example, the aortic arch and the bifurcation of the aorta have non-planar
geometry (Caro et al. 1996). Arteries have distensible walls and non-uniform cross-
sections; they may also move within the body. Therefore the modelling of arterial
flow is a substantial challenge. Some progress has been made by considering each of
the main features of arterial flow separately. Murata, Miyake & Inaba (1976) studied
steady flow in pipes with zero torsion and non-uniform curvature, and found that the
Reynolds number aects the position of the maximum axial velocity. Other features
that have been studied include arterial movement (Lynch, Waters & Pedley 1996;
Schilt et al. 1996; Waters 1996), taper (Grotberg 1984), bifurcation, and elasticity (see
the review by Pedley 1995).
The current paper is an analysis of flow in non-uniformly curved and twisted
pipes. Various coordinate systems have been used to describe flows in pipes with
uniform torsion. Germano (1982, 1989) used an orthogonal coordinate system that
rotates with torsion, whereas Wang (1981) and Liu & Masliyah (1993) used a non-
orthogonal system that allows the denition of a secondary flow (pseudo-) stream
function. Kao (1987) demonstrated that no stream function exists in the orthogonal
system, and so the secondary flow appears to contain distributed sources and sinks.
Tuttle (1990) gives an excellent review of both coordinate systems, showing that the
results of Wang and Germano are consistent with each other. Zabielski & Mestel
(1999a) argue that, for helical pipes, a helically symmetric coordinate system is the
most appropriate. However, the aim of this paper is to gain some insight into the
eects of non-uniform curvature and torsion; we consider pipes that lack helical
symmetry. In particular, we want to nd an analytic description of the flow, which
can be achieved by using Germano’s orthogonal system.
Germano begins with the Navier{Stokes equations for general curvature, ^, and
torsion, ^, and then expands in powers of the dimensionless curvature parameter.
This allows the Dean equations to be extended to uniform helical-pipe flow. We use
Germano’s equations for general helical flow and solve for non-uniformly curved and
twisted pipes by allowing ^ and ^ to vary exponentially with the arc-length, s^. This
yields a variety of pipe shapes, including the uniform helical pipe (enabling some of
our results to be compared with those of Kao, Liu & Masliyah, and Tuttle). Our
analytical solution is valid for pipes with slowly varying curvature and torsion. We
also present numerical solutions for various cases in which the analytical solution
breaks down.
2. Governing equations
Germano (1982, 1989) constructed a rotating coordinate system (gure 1) by
considering a spatial curve described by the position vector R^(s^). (A caret over a
variable indicates that it is a dimensional quantity.) The curve denes the orthonormal
triad T , N , B, which are respectively the tangent, normal, and binormal vectors to
the centreline. Germano demonstrated that, using this system, any Cartesian vector x^
can be expressed as
x^ = R^(s^) + r^ cos ( + (s^) + 0)N (s^) + r^ sin ( + (s^) + 0)B(s^):
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Figure 1. The coordinate system.
Here (r^; ) are polar coordinates on the cross-section. The azimuthal angle, , is
measured from the unit vector N  which is rotated from N by + 0, where
(s^) = −
∫ s^
^(s0) ds0;
and 0 is an arbitrary constant angle. Following Germano, we set 0 = =2. Using
the relations
T =
dR^
ds^
; B = T N
and the Serret{Frenet formulae
dT
ds^
= ^N ;
dN
ds^
= ^B − ^T ; dB
ds^
= −^N ;
Germano derived the metric
dx^  dx^ = [1 + ^r^ sin ( + (s^))]2(ds^)2 + (dr^)2 + r^2(d)2:
Therefore the Navier{Stokes equations are
$
@u^
@s^
+
@v^
@r^
+
1
r^
@w^
@
+
v^
r^
+ ^$[v^ sin ( + ) + w^ cos ( + )] = 0; (2.1)
@u^
@t^
+ D^u^+ ^$u^[v^ sin ( + ) + w^ cos ( + )]
= −$ 1
0
@p^
@s^
+ 
[(
@
@r^
+
1
r^
)(
@u^
@r^
+ ^$u^ sin ( + )− $ @v^
@s^
)
+
1
r^
@
@
(
1
r^
@u^
@
+ ^$u^ cos ( + )− $ @w^
@s^
)]
; (2.2)
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@v^
@t^
+ D^v^ − w^
2
r^
− ^$u^2 sin ( + )
= − 1
0
@p^
@r^
− 
[(
1
r^
@
@
+ ^$ cos ( + )
)(
@w^
@r^
+
w^
r^
− 1
r^
@v^
@
)
− $ @
@s^
(
$
@v^
@s^
− @u^
@r^
− ^$u^ sin ( + )
)]
; (2.3)
@w^
@t^
+ D^w^ + v^w^
r^
− ^$u^2 cos ( + )
= − 1
r^0
@p^
@
+ 
[(
@
@r^
+ ^$ sin ( + )
)(
@w^
@r^
+
w^
r^
− 1
r^
@v^
@
)
−$ @
@s^
(
1
r^
@u^
@
+ ^$u^ cos ( + )− $ @w^
@s^
)]
; (2.4)
where
$ =
1
1 + ^r^ sin ( + )
; D^ = $u^ @
@s^
+ v^
@
@r^
+
w^
r^
@
@
:
Here (u^; v^; w^) are the axial, radial and azimuthal components of the velocity eld, p^
is the pressure,  is the kinematic viscosity, and 0 is the (uniform) fluid density. The
boundary conditions are the no-slip condition, i.e. (u; v; w) = (0; 0; 0) at the pipe wall,
and that the velocities and stresses are nite throughout the cross-section.
3. Steady flow
Following Germano, we express the Navier{Stokes equations in terms of the non-
dimensionalized variables
(u; v; w) =
(
u^
U0
;
v^
U0
;
w^
U0
)
; p =
p^
0U
2
0
; s =
s^
a
; r =
r^
a
; 0 =

2
;
where U0 is the cross-sectionally averaged velocity in the limit as the curvature tends
to zero and a is the pipe radius. The dimensionless parameters are
Re =
U0a

; (s) =
^(s^)
^(s^)
; (s) = ^(s^)a:
Here Re is the Reynolds number,  is the local curvature parameter and  is the local
ratio of torsion to curvature. The coordinates (s; r; ) are used, where  = +(s^). In
this coordinate system, the Navier{Stokes equations for incompressible steady flow
are
$(us − u) + vr + w
r
+
v
r
+ $[v sin  + w cos ] = 0; (3.1)
$uus + vur +
(w
r
− $u
)
u + $u[v sin  + w cos ]
= −$ps + $p + 1
Re
[(
@
@r
+
1
r
)
(ur + $u sin  − $vs + $v)
+
1
r
@
@
(u
r
− $ws + $u cos  + $w
)]
; (3.2)
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$uvs + vvr +
(w
r
− $u
)
v − w
2
r
− $u2 sin 
= −pr + 1
Re
[(
1
r
@
@
+ $ cos 
)(
−wr − w
r
+
v
r
)
+$
(
@
@s
−  @
@
)
($vs − ur − $u sin  − $v)
]
; (3.3)
$uws + vwr +
(w
r
− $u
)
w +
vw
r
− $u2 cos 
= −p
r
+
1
Re
[(
@
@r
+ $ sin 
)(
wr +
w
r
− v
r
)
−$
(
@
@s
−  @
@
)(
−$ws + u
r
+ $u cos  + $w
)]
; (3.4)
where
$ =
1
1 + r sin 
= 1− r sin  + 2r2 sin2  + O(3):
Unlike Germano, we cannot set the s-derivatives to zero, because  and  depend on s.
3.1. The expansion
To study the eects of non-uniform curvature and torsion we assume that the
curvature and torsion parameters (; ) are small in magnitude over a range of s.
This allows us to follow the work of Dean and perturb about Poiseuille flow. Therefore
we look for solutions of (3.1) of the form:
u = u0(r) + (s)u1(s; r) sin () + (s)
2u2(s; r; ) + O((s)
3);
v = (s)v1(s; r) sin () + (s)
2v2(s; r; ) + O((s)
3);
w = (s)w1(s; r) cos () + (s)
2w2(s; r; ) + O((s)
3);
p = p0(s) + (s)p1(s; r) sin () + (s)
2p2(s; r; ) + O((s)
3):
The leading-order terms describe Poiseuille flow:
u0 = 2(1− r2); p0 = − 8s
Re
:
The O()-equations are as follows:
u1;s +
_

u1 + v1;r − w1
r
+
v1
r
= 0; (3.5)
u0u1;s +
_

u0u1 + u
0
0v1 = −p1;s − _p1 −
8r
Re
+
1
Re
[(
@
@r
+
1
r
)(
u1;r + u0 − _

v1 − v1;s
)
−u1
r2
− u0
r
+
_

w1
r
+
w1;s
r
]
; (3.6)
u0v1;s +
_

u0v1 − u20 = −p1;r + 1Re
[
1

@
@s
(

(
−u1;r − u0 + _

v1 + v1;s
))
+
w1;r
r
+
w1
r2
− v1
r2
]
; (3.7)
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u0w1;s +
_

u0w1 − u20 = −p1r +
1
Re
[
1

@
@s
(

(
−u1
r
− u0 + _

w1 + w1;s
))
+
@
@r
(
w1;r +
w1
r
− v1
r
)]
; (3.8)
where a dot represents the derivative with respect to s. We now restrict attention to
pipes whose curvature varies exponentially, i.e.  = 0e
s for some constants  and 0.
The advantage of doing this is that (3.5){(3.8) has solutions that are independent of
s. Moreover, if  is an arbitrary smooth function of s, we may approximate it locally
as an exponential by letting
 =
d ln 
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
:
By Taylor’s theorem, the error is O((s)2) which is acceptably small if s 6 1. Using
the substitutions
u1 = rf(); v1 = g(); w1 = h(); p1 = rq(); where  = r
2;
we obtain
f+ 2g0 − h

+
g

= 0;
u0f +
u00
r
g = −q − 8
Re
+
1
Re
[
4f00 + 8f0 − 2g0 − 

g +


h+
u00
r
]
;
u0g − u20 = −2q0 − q + 1Re
[
−2f0 − f − g

+ 2g + 2h0 +
h

− u0
]
;
u0h− u20 = −q = + 1Re
[
4h00 + 4h0 − h

+ 2h− 2g0 + g

− f − u0
]
;

(3.9)
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to . The no-slip conditions yield
f(1) = g(1) = h(1) = 0;
and we require all physical properties to be nite throughout the cross-section. By
calculating the Frobenius expansion of (3.9) about  = 0, we nd the niteness
conditions amount to
g(0)− h(0) = 0;(
2
Re
− 2
)
f(0) + 4g(0)− q(0) + 8
Re
f0(0) =
12
Re
;
2
3Re
f(0) +
(
2 − 
2
Re
)
g(0) + q(0)− 8
3Re
h0(0) = 4− 2
Re
:
For small  the solution of (3.9) is approximated (to rst order) by
f = f0 + f1 + O(
2);
g = g0 + g1 + O(
2);
h = h0 + h1 + O(
2);
q = q0 + q1 + O(
2):
 (3.10)
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The leading-order terms give the Dean solution:
f0 = − 32 (1− ) +
Re2
1440
(1− )(19− 21+ 92 − 3);
g0 =
Re
72
(1− )2(4− );
h0 =
Re
72
(1− )(4− 23+ 72);
q0 =
1
3
(9− 6+ 22):
The rst-order terms are
f1 = − Re
3
1814400
(− 1)(−2969 + 4381− 32492 + 13013 − 2744 + 205)
+
Re
144
(− 1)(29 + 5− 32);
g1 =
Re2
8640
(− 1)2(−13 + 15− 72 + 3)− 1
3
(− 1)2;
h1 =
Re2
8640
(− 1)(13− 224+ 2662 − 1243 + 174) + 1
6
(− 1)(2− );
q1 =
Re
2160
(−101 + 120− 902 + 303 − 34) + 1
3Re
(1− 3):
As  increases, the series solution (3.10) loses accuracy and a numerical solution is
needed; this is described at the end of this subsection.
Now consider the O(2) equations. From Germano’s work we know that, at leading
order, torsion does not aect the flow in pipes with circular cross-section. However,
once curvature is present, torsion has an eect. We wish to include torsion in the
model at low order, so we assume that −1   1 and
u2 = (u20 + O(
−1)); v2 = (v20 + O(−1));
w2 = (w20 + O(
−1)); p2 = (p20 + O(−1)):
It follows that the next terms in our Dean-type expansion are O(2). These terms
depend explicitly upon s via the factor (2)s=
2 (see the Appendix). We assume that
2 = 00e
s (so that (2)s=
2 = ); this is a local approximation to pipes with
more general non-uniformities, by the same argument as before.
We look for solutions of the form
u20 = rF() cos ; v20 = G() cos ; w20 = H() sin ; p20 = rQ() cos :
This yields the following system of coupled linear ordinary dierential equations:
F − f + 2G0 + H + G

= 0; (3.11)
2F(1− )− 4G− 2(1− )f = −Q+ q + 1
Re
[
4F 00 + 8F 0
−2G0 − G

− H

+ 2g0 +
g

− h

]
; (3.12)
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2G(1− )− 2(1− )g = −2Q0 − Q+ 1
Re
[
− 2F 0 − F + 2G− G

−2H 0 − H

+ 2f0 + f − g−g + 2(1− )
]
; (3.13)
2H(1− ) + 2(1− )h = Q+ 1
Re
[
F + 2G0 − G

+ 4H 00
+4H 0 + 2H − H

− f + h+h− 2(1− )
]
: (3.14)
(The signicance of the underlined terms is discussed below.) The boundary conditions
are
F(1) = G(1) = H(1) = 0;
G(0) +H(0) = 0;
2
3
F(0) + (2Re− 2)G(0) + ReQ(0) + 8
3
H 0(0) = 2
3
f(0) + (2Re− )g(0)−g(0) + 2;
(2Re− 2)F(0)− 4ReG(0) + ReQ(0)− 8F 0(0) = (2Re− )f(0)−f(0) + Re q(0):
For small  equations (3.11){(3.14) can be solved via an expansion similar to (3.10), i.e.
F = F0 + F1 + O(
2); etc:
At this stage, we must consider the question of how valid these expansions are. For
example,
u = u0 + 0e
s(rf0 + rf1 + O(
2)) + 00e
s(rF0 + rF1 + O(
2)) + O(2);
and therefore important terms might be inadvertently omitted unless  is suciently
small. If 2   then the expansion is valid; otherwise, we solve the governing
ordinary dierential equations numerically.
First, suppose that 2 . Then the underlined terms in (3.11){(3.14) and the
boundary conditions can be neglected, and the leading-order solutions for the O(2)
terms are
F0 = −f1; G0 = −g1; H0 = h1; Q0 = −q1:
The rst-order terms are found to be
F1 =
Re4
4877107200
(− 1)(−697301 + 1162699− 10652332 + 6105673 − 2320374
+560835 − 77576 + 4157)
− Re
3
4877107200
(− 1)(109335− 159759+ 1169092 − 472413 + 115594
−16715 + 936)
− Re
2
172800
(− 1)(−3784 + 3181− 8892 − 1393 + 414)
+
Re
138240
(− 1)(−117 + 123− 472 + 33)
+
1
48
(− 1)(− 6);
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G1 =
Re3
203212800
(− 1)2(11264 + 1647− 69902 + 44633 − 12344 + 1255)
+
Re2
58060800
(− 1)2(6407− 6948+ 31472 − 7583 + 624)
+
Re
2880
(− 1)2(101 + 19− 82)
− 1
2304
(− 1)2(− 8);
H1 = − Re
3
203212800
(− 1)(−11264− 281149+ 5371512 − 4580393 + 2059114
− 481055 + 41156)
+
Re2
58060800
(− 1)(6407− 52879+ 643712 − 336293 + 88964 − 8065)
+
Re
2880
(− 1)(101 + 132− 732 + 123)
+
1
2304
(− 1)(8− 43+ 72);
Q1 =
Re2
3628800
(2027− 5460+ 57402 − 35003 + 12604 − 2525 + 206)
− Re
3628800
(4421− 5985+ 42002 − 15753 + 3154 − 215)
+
1
288Re
(79− 54+ 182)− 1
360
(278− 255+ 1102 − 253):
An important feature of these analytic results is that they all increase with the
Reynolds number, Re, which will eventually lead to the breakdown of the series
expansion. The results presented above have not been given in terms of a Dean
number due to the non-uniformity of the curvature parameter. In the present model
 = 0e
s so, assuming that   1 for a suitable range of s, we can dene a slowly
varying pseudo-Dean number D(s) = 20e
sRe2. For  = 0, D(s) is the Dean number
(as dened by Dean 1928). Dean found that the expansion is invalid if the Dean
number exceeds 576.
Some of the dierent centrelines that can be created using the various parameters
are as follows (unless otherwise stated the parameters are assumed to be non-zero):
(a) torus, (0 =  = 0);
(b) helix, ( =  = 0);
(c) spiral, (0 = 0);
(d) spiral with uniform torsion, ( =  6= 0);
(e) ‘stretched’ helix, ( = 0);
(f) a pipe with curvature inversely proportional to torsion, ( = 0).
Figure 2 shows pipes with these centrelines. For pipes (d) and (f) the assumption
that 2  is too restrictive. Therefore we have chosen to solve the O() and
O(2) equations (3.9) and (3.11){(3.14) numerically, using the collocation method.
(The NAG library subroutine d02tgf was used.) This method is described in many
advanced texts on numerical methods (e.g. Gerald & Wheatley 1994). The numerical
results have been checked with the analytical results for (a), (b), (c), and (e), and
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s0
(a) (b)
s0
(c)
s0
s0
(d ) (e)
s0
( f )
s0
Figure 2. Pipe shapes (a) torus, (b) helix, (c) spiral, (d) spiral with uniform torsion,
(e) ‘stretched helix’, (f) pipe with curvature inversely proportional to torsion.
(a) (b)
I O
Figure 3. Secondary velocity vector eld plots: (a) Dean flow, 0 = 0:09, 0 = 0:0; (b) helical flow,
0 = 0:09, 0 = 0:4. I and O denote respectively the innermost and outermost parts of the pipe wall.
have been shown to be accurate. (Results obtained from the numerical method have
(Numerical) in the gure caption.)
3.2. Results
Figure 3 shows how uniform torsion breaks the secondary flow symmetry of toroidal
flow. It is not possible to dene a stream function, and therefore all secondary velocity
elds are displayed by vector eld plots. Dean flow and helical flow are discussed by
other authors (see the reviews by Berger, Talbot & Yao 1983 and Tuttle 1990).
We rst consider a spiral pipe (gure 2c) whose centreline has zero torsion and
exponentially increasing curvature (gures 4 to 6). The secondary flow patterns for
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(a) (b)
I O
Figure 4. The axial flow for a pipe with a spiral centreline: Re = 30, 0 = 0:01,  = 0:1 and
(a) s = 0:001; (b) s = 15.
(a) (b)
I O– + – +
Figure 5. The axial perturbation to: (a) Poiseuille flow, (b) Dean flow (+ denotes a perturbation in
the direction of the mean flow, − denotes a perturbation in the opposite direction). Parameters as
for gure 4.
the spiral look exactly the same as Dean flow. This similarity arises because increasing
the curvature merely increases the magnitude of the vector eld (to leading order).
Figure 4 shows contour plots of the axial velocity at two positions along the pipe.
As the fluid travels along the pipe the peak axial velocity is forced towards the outer
wall by the increasing curvature. In Poiseuille flow the contours of axial velocity are
concentric circles, and the perturbation forces these circles towards the outer wall.
The axial perturbations to Poiseuille flow and Dean flow (gure 5) consist of two cells,
with opposing flows. As the curvature increases so does the magnitude of the cells
and hence the peak axial velocity is forced to the outer wall; as the curvature becomes
even larger we would expect to see a deformation of the circles. A similar result is
seen in high Dean number toroidal flow, as shown by Berger et al. The amplitude of
the sinusoidal perturbation to the wall shear stress (WSS) increases with increasing
s, and the position of least WSS occurs at the inner wall (gure 6). (In all plots of
the WSS we show the axial and azimuthal components and the root-mean-squared
(total).)
For a pipe with a spiral centreline and uniform torsion (gure 2d) the results are
similar to those seen in helical flow. The addition of uniform torsion to flow in a spiral
pipe skews the secondary flow vortices (gure 7), breaking the symmetry, and moves
the position of maximum axial velocity (gure 8). The sinusoidal perturbation to the
azimuthal WSS has an increasing eect on the total WSS as the flow progresses along
the pipe, causing a ‘bump’ which reduces the region of low WSS (see gure 9). This
is because the sinusoidal perturbation to the azimuthal WSS increases in magnitude
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Figure 6. The wall shear stress (WSS) for a pipe with a spiral centreline: ||, s = 0:001; - - -,
s = 8;      , s = 15. (a) Axial and azimuthal WSS; (b) total WSS. Parameters as for gure 4.
(a) (b)
I O
Figure 7. (Numerical) The secondary velocity vector eld for a spiral pipe with uniform torsion:
Re = 30, 0 = 0:09,  = 0:1, 0 = 0:1,  = 0:1 and (a) s = 0:001; (b) s = 5.
(a) (b)
I O
Figure 8. (Numerical) The axial velocity for a spiral pipe with uniform torsion:
parameters as for gure 7.
more rapidly than the axial WSS, due to the increasing magnitude of the secondary
velocity vector eld, which in turn is caused by the increasing curvature.
For the ‘stretched’ helix (gure 2e) the eects seen in helical flow are exaggerated
as the fluid moves further along the pipe (gure 10). The secondary flow vortices
become more skewed, and the mechanisms for this are shown in the secondary flow
perturbation plots (gure 11). The perturbation to Dean flow breaks the symmetry,
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Figure 9. (Numerical) The wall shear stress for a spiral pipe with uniform torsion: ||, s = 0:001;
- - -, s = 3;      , s = 5. (a) Axial and azimuthal WSS; (b) total WSS. Parameters as for gure 7.
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Figure 10. The secondary flow for a helical pipe with increasing torsion: Re = 25, 0 = 0:09,
 = 0, 0 = 0:1,  = 0:1 and (a) s = 0:001; (b) s = 15.
and the perturbation to helical flow increases the skew. The contour plots of axial
velocity (gure 12) demonstrate the same eect of torsion. The axial perturbations to
Dean flow and helical flow (gure 13) both consist of two cells, with opposing flows,
and demonstrate the mechanism for the increased skew in the axial velocity. Figure
14 shows the eect on the WWS: as torsion increases there is a phase shift in the
direction of the torsion. This phase shift is more prominent in the axial component
because the coecient of the O(2) term is larger than that for the azimuthal
component.
Finally we consider a pipe for which torsion is inversely proportional to curvature
(gure 2f). Here torsion is dominant at the beginning of the pipe, but as the arc-
length increases, curvature has a more signicant eect on the flow. This is shown in
the secondary velocity plots (gure 15) where the two-vortex structure skews towards
Dean flow as s increases. Figure 16 shows that there is no noticeable eect on the
peak axial velocity. The WSS produces a result that at rst seems counter-intuitive:
the maximum WSS occurs at the inner wall (gure 17). The same phenomenon is seen
in Dean flow at very low Reynolds numbers (see Larrain & Bonilla 1970; Murata
et al. 1976). It is due to the geometrical eect of curvature upon the basic Poiseuille
flow, which is dominant if the convective inertia is suciently small.
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Figure 11. The perturbations to the secondary flow for a helical pipe with increasing torsion:
(a) perturbation to Dean flow; (b) perturbation to helical flow. Parameters as for gure 10.
(a) (b)
I O
Figure 12. The axial flow for a helical pipe with increasing torsion: parameters as for gure 10
with (a) s = 0:001; (b) s = 15.
(a) (b)
I O
+
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Figure 13. The perturbations to the axial flow for a helical pipe with increasing torsion:
(a) perturbation to Dean flow; (b) perturbation to helical flow. Parameters as for gure 10.
4. Unsteady flow
Following Hydon (1994) the Navier{Stokes equations are expressed in terms of the
non-dimensionalized variables
(u; v; w) =
(
Ω
K
u^;
a

v^;
a

w^
)
; (s; r) =
(γ
a
s^; a−1r^
)
; where γ =
Ω
aK
;
p = −Ka
2
2
s^ cos (Ωt^) +
a2
2^0
p^; t =
Ω
2
t^;  = a^;
 (4.1)
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Figure 14. The wall shear for a helical pipe with increasing torsion: ||, s = 0:001; - - -, s = 8;
     , s = 15. (a) Axial and azimuthal WSS; (b) total WSS. Parameters as for gure 10.
(a) (b)
I O
Figure 15. (Numerical) The secondary velocity vector eld for a pipe with torsion inversely
proportional to curvature: Re = 10, 0 = 0:01,  = 0:3, 0 = 0:31,  = 0:0 and (a) s = 0:001;
(b) s = 5.
(a) (b)
I O
Figure 16. (Numerical) The axial velocity for a pipe with parameters as gure 15 with
(a) s = 0:001; (b) s = 5.
where K is the amplitude and Ω is the frequency of the pressure pulse, with (, a)
as before. We nd that four dimensionless parameters govern the flow: the frequency
(Womersley) parameter,  =
√
a2Ω=, the curvature, (s), the ratio of torsion to
curvature, (s), and G0 = K
2a2=(Ω22). Hydon (1994) and Mullin & Greated (1980)
use the parameter G = 20G0, where 0 is the curvature in a uniformly curved pipe.
Mullin & Greated showed that in the low-frequency limit G is equivalent to the Dean
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Figure 17. (Numerical) The wall shear stress for a pipe with torsion inversely proportional to
curvature: ||, s = 0:001; - - -, s = 3;      , s = 5. (a) Axial and azimuthal WSS; (b) total WSS.
Parameters as for gure 15.
parameter. The Navier{Stokes equations for incompressible unsteady flow are
$(us − u) + vr + 1
r
w +
1
r
v + $(v sin  + w cos ) = 0; (4.2)
2
2
ut + $u(us − u) + vur + 1
r
wu + $u(v sin  + w cos )
= − $
G0
(ps − p) + 2$ cos 2t+
(
@
@r
+
1
r
)
(ur + $u sin )
+
1
r
@
@
(
1
r
u + $u cos 
)
− 1
G0
((
@
@r
+
1
r
)
($(vs − v)) + 1
r
@
@
($(ws − w))
)
; (4.3)
2
2
vt + $u(vs − v) + vvr + 1
r
wv − 1
r
w2 − $G0u2 sin 
= −pr −
(
1
r
@
@
+ $ cos 
)(
wr +
1
r
w − 1
r
v
)
+$
(
@
@s
−  @
@
)(
$
G0
(vs − v)− ur − $u sin 
)
; (4.4)
2
2
wt + $u(ws − w) + vwr + 1
r
ww +
1
r
vw − $G0u2 cos 
= −1
r
p +
(
@
@r
+ $ sin 
)(
wr +
1
r
w − 1
r
v
)
−$
(
@
@s
−  @
@
)(
1
r
u + $u cos  − $
G0
(ws − w)
)
: (4.5)
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4.1. The solution
As with the steady flow case we assume that  1 and construct a small-parameter
perturbation, i.e.
u = u0(r; t) + (s)u1(r; s; t) sin () + (s)
2u2(r; s; ; t) + O((s)
3);
v = (s)v1(r; s; t) sin () + (s)
2v2(r; s; ; t) + O((s)
3);
w = (s)w1(r; s; t) cos () + (s)
2w2(r; s; ; t) + O((s)
3);
p = p0(s; t) + (s)p1(r; s; t) sin () + (s)
2p2(r; s; ; t) + O((s)
3);
 (4.6)
where we follow Lyne (1971) in assuming that p0s = −2 cos 2t. The boundary
conditions are u = v = w = 0 at r = 1. We also require that the velocities and stresses
are nite everywhere in the cross-section.
The leading-order (straight pipe) solution was solved by Sexl (1930):
u0 = u0R cos 2t− u0I sin 2t; (4.7)
where
u0R = Re
(
−i + iJ0((1− i)r=
p
2)
J0((1− i)=
p
2)
)
;
u0I = Im
(
−i + iJ0((1− i)r=
p
2)
J0((1− i)=
p
2)
)
:
The O(1) terms are
v1;r +
1
r
(v1 − w1) = −u1; (4.8)
u1;rr +
1
r
u1;r − 1
r2
u1 − 
2
2
u1;t − u0;rv1 = 2r cos 2t− u0;r + u0u1
+

G0
(
v1;r +
1
r
(v1 − w1) + p1
)
; (4.9)
2
2
v1;t +
1
r2
(v1 − w1)− 1
r
w1;r + p1;r = G0u
2
0 + (−u0 + u1;r − u0v1)− 
2
G0
v1; (4.10)
− 
2
2
w1;t + w1;rr +
1
r
w1;r +
1
r2
(v1 − w1)− 1
r
v1;r − 1
r
p1
= −G0u20 + 
(
u0 +
1
r
u1 + u0w1
)
− 
2
G0
w1: (4.11)
For  suciently small, we could seek a series solution in powers of . At leading
order this yields the solution for a uniformly curved pipe, which is obtained by using
the nite Hankel transformation (Mullin & Greated 1980). In principle this gives an
analytic solution, but numerical techniques are needed to invert the transformation. It
has not been possible to nd an analytical solution for the unsteady case. Alternatively,
(4.8){(4.11) could be solved by expanding in 2 and then . However, this gives rise
to a psuedo-singularity at O(2) in the form of a logarithmic term in the pressure
which would give rise to an innite radial pressure gradient at the origin. This implies
that a rescaling of the equations at the origin is necessary and then a matching of
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the two regions. However, at present the authors have not been able to resolve this
problem. Therefore we have chosen to solve equations (4.8){(4.11) using numerical
techniques.
The numerical method we have chosen is the spectral method, with a basis of
Fourier modes. For simplicity we start by changing the variables as follows:
u = rf(; t); v = g(; t); w = h(; t); and p = rq(; t);
where  = r2, giving
2g +
1

(g − h) = −f; (4.12)
4f + 8f − 
2
2
ft − 2u0;g = 2 cos 2t− 2u0; + 
(
u0 − 
G0
)
f +

G0
q; (4.13)
2q + q+
2
2
gt +
1

(g− h)− 2h = G0u20− (u0 + f+ 2f)− 
(
u0 − 
G0
)
g; (4.14)
4h+4h− 
2
2
ht+
1

(g−h)−2g−q = −G0u20 +(u0 +f)+
(
u0 − 
G0
)
h; (4.15)
with the boundary conditions
f = g = h = 0 at  = 1;
we also require all physical quantities to be nite at  = 0.
The above equations are now rearranged into two equations for f and g. First we
eliminate the pressure terms, q, then the h terms in (4.12){(4.15), giving
2
2
ft − 
222
2G0
ft +
(
422
G0
− 4
)
f +
(
122
G0
− 8
)
f
− 
((
2
G0
− 1
)
u0 − 
G0
(
2
G0
+ 1
))
f − 
2
2G0
gt − 
2
G0
gt
+
82
G0
g +
28
G0
g −
(
22
G0
u0 − 2
3
G20
+
8
G0
)
g
+
(
2u0; − 
2
G0
u0 +
3
g20
)
g − 2u0; + u20 − 
2
G0
u0 + 
2 cos 2t = 0; (4.16)
42

gt +
22

gt − 162g − 96g +
(
4u0 − 4
2
G0
− 96
)
g
+
(
4u0; + 8u0 − 8
2
G0
)
g + 2u0;g +
32
2
ft +
2

ft
− 82f − 44f + 
(
2u0 − 2
2
G0
− 40
)
f
+ 
(
2u0; + 3u0 − 3
2
G0
)
f + 4G0u0;u0 + 2u0 = 0: (4.17)
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We seek solutions which are periodic in time and so we write f and g as Fourier
series:
f(; t) =
af0()
2
+
1∑
n=1
(afn() cos 2nt+ bfn() sin 2nt);
g(; t) =
ag0()
2
+
1∑
n=1
(agn() cos 2nt+ bgn() sin 2nt);
where the period is obtained from the forcing terms in (4.16) and (4.17). The spectral
approximation is obtained by truncating the summation to M terms. The coecients
of the Fourier series are found by solving the 4(M + 1) linear ordinary dierential
equations that are obtained upon taking inner products.
After decomposing the spatial variables using nite dierence techniques, the
problem reduces to solving
Ax = b; (4.18)
where A is a block tri-diagonal matrix of coecients, b is a vector of driving terms
and
x = [bf0(); : : : ; bfM(); bg0(); : : : ; bgM(); af0(); : : : ; afM(); ag0(); : : : ; agM()]
T :
(4.19)
To extend this model to incorporate the eects of torsion would require another
spectral approximation at O(2), which would prove costly in computational terms.
Therefore we have not investigated the eects of torsion in the unsteady flow case.
4.2. Results
The simplest analytical results to which we can compare the numerical method are
those for Hydon’s (1994) quasi-steady model. We note that the numerical method
agrees well with Hydon’s solution for a pipe with uniform curvature. As  (the ‘non-
uniformity’ parameter) is decreased, the numerical solution converges to the uniform
curvature solution.
First we consider flow in a pipe of uniform curvature ( = 0) and zero torsion. When
  1 the flow is quasi-steady, and therefore the velocity proles are qualitatively
similar to those for steady flow. At t = 0 the axial component of velocity is at a
maximum, the fluid then slows and by t = 0:5 is completely reversed. The secondary
velocity has a two-vortex structure throughout this cycle, but the strength is almost
zero at t = 0:25 (when the unsteady pressure gradient forcing the leading-order flow
is zero, i.e. p0s = 0). The axial component dominates the total wall shear stress (WSS).
Maximum axial and total WSS occurs at the outside wall and the minimum WSS
occurs at the inside wall. The azimuthal WSS has zeros at these points. When the
pressure gradient (p0s) is zero there is negligible azimuthal WSS. As the parameter G0
is increased the magnitude of the WSS increases linearly at a very slow rate (gure 18).
As the Womersley number , is increased the boundary layer/inviscid core structure
(rst observed by Lyne 1971) forms. This is shown in gure 19.
When  6= 0 and  1 the eect of non-uniform curvature is most evident in the
secondary velocity and azimuthal wall shear stress (WSS) (gures 20, 21). Due to the
non-uniformity of the curvature, the additional driving terms do not all go to zero
at t = 0:25 (unlike the uniform ( = 0) case). Therefore the secondary velocity is no
longer zero at t = 0:25. The most suprising eect of the non-uniformity is seen at
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Figure 18. Relationship between wall shear stress (WSS) and the parameter G0 at t = 0;
(a) axial; (b) azimuthal; (c) total.
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Figure 19. Axial velocity contours for a pipe with an unsteady pressure gradient and uniform
curvature: G0 = 50,  = 0.
t = 0:5 where we observe that the secondary velocity eld is reversed and hence the
azimuthal WSS is inverted (gure 21). Lyne (1971) showed that a reversal of secondary
motion occurs along the centreline when  and Rs (the secondary streaming Reynolds
number) are large. We nd that (in a spiral pipe) when  is large the axial velocity has
the boundary layer/inviscid core structure and the secondary flow has a four-vortex
structure similar to that described by Lyne (1971). Although the secondary flow is
reversed along the centreline, at the wall it is orientated in the same direction as
for steady flow. Hence the azimuthal WSS is altered in magnitude but not direction.
This is where our results dier signicantly from the work of Lyne. When  1 and
 6= 0, gure 20 shows that, at t = 0:5, the secondary flow is reversed everywhere in
the cross-section; this causes the azimuthal WSS to be inverted (with respect to the
 = 0 case) (gure 21).
The reason for this is an inversion of the perturbed pressure prole which can
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Figure 20. Secondary velocity:  = 0:1, G0 = 150,  = 0:5 and s = 5.
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Figure 21. Azimuthal wall shear stress. Parameters as for gure 20 with
s = 1 (||), 5 (- - -), 15 (     ), and (a) t = 0, (b) t = 0:25, (c) t = 0:5.
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Figure 22. Proles of pressure, extending from the centre of the cross-section to the outer wall,
against radial distance: (a) uniform curvature; (b) non-uniform curvature: t = 0 (||), 0.25 (− −),
0.5 (     ). Note: in (a) the prole is virtually the same at t = 0 and 0.5. (Parameters as for
gure 20.)
be seen in gure 22(b). The pressure prole in a uniformly curved pipe remains
approximately the same shape throughout a period (gure 22a). Therefore, although
the strength changes, the direction of the secondary velocity remains unaltered.
However, when the pipe has non-uniform curvature the pressure prole is inverted at
t = 0:5 (when reversal is apparent); this causes a change in the sign of the pressure
gradient, and hence a change in direction of the secondary flow. As G0 is increased, the
strength of the secondary flow at t = 0:5 decreases, and likewise the azimuthal WSS.
From gure 23 we see that the amplitude of azimuthal WSS increases (decreases)
linearly with G0 at t = 0 (t = 0:5). However, the relationship between the axial WSS
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Figure 23. The amplitude of WSS vs. G0, in a non-uniformly curved pipe:  = 0:1;  = 0:5.
and G0 is no longer linear (gure 23). As G0 increases the non-uniformities cease to
dominate the flow. As  is increased the non-uniformity has a decreased eect on the
flow. When   4 the secondary flow is no longer reversed (at t = 0:5); however both it
and the azimuthal WSS are weaker than in pipes with uniform geometry. For  > 4 all
shear stresses increase linearly with G0. Again, this is due to the dominance of the 
2
driving terms compared with driving terms occuring due to the non-uniformity. When
the boundary layer/core flow structure develops the secondary flow has a greater eect
on the WSS. Figure 24 shows that, as the strength of the secondary velocity (and
azimuthal WSS) increases, the total WSS has two maxima at t = 0:25. This eect
occurs in both uniform and non-uniform geometries at =G0  0:05; increasing G0 or
s (in the non-uniform case) pushes the two peaks away from the outer wall. Zabielski
& Mestel (1998a) showed a similar eect in uniform helical pipe flows.
As the arc-length s increases, the magnitudes of the secondary flow and all shear
stresses increase; the peak axial velocity is pushed towards the outer wall. This is in
agreement with predictions made from the steady-flow case.
5. Conclusions
5.1. Steady flow
The wall shear stress (WSS) in a weakly curved pipe is dominated by its axial
component. When the pipe has weakly non-uniform curvature (with (s) = 0e
s) the
components of WSS increase in magnitude; the azimuthal component is slightly more
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Figure 24. Plots of wall shear stress:  = 10; G0 = 150;  = 0.
aected by the non-uniformity than the axial component. As the arc-length increases,
the region of peak axial velocity is forced closer to the outside wall; the secondary
velocity increases in magnitude but has unaltered form. When Re  1 the viscous
driving terms dominate the flow and the region of peak axial velocity is forced closer
to the inside wall; the wall shear stress is altered accordingly.
The azimuthal WSS component is dramatically increased by the introduction of
torsion. For a uniform pipe, the introduction of torsion breaks the symmetric structure
(of flow without torsion) and skews the velocity proles in the direction of the torsion:
the axial component of velocity is also deformed in shape. The azimuthal WSS has
an increasing eect on the total WSS as the arc-length (s) increases, causing a ‘bump’
in the total WSS distribution.
When a pipe has uniform curvature and non-uniform torsion the axial components
of velocity and WSS are skewed more than the azimuthal components. The axial
component of velocity is not only skewed, but is also increasingly deformed in shape.
The azimuthal velocity becomes more skewed in the direction of torsion, but its
strength is only slightly increased. The axial component of WSS is skewed more than
the azimuthal component and this is highlighted in the altered distribution of the
total WSS.
To conclude, we nd that as curvature increases, the axial velocity is forced towards
the outer wall and the secondary velocity eld is increased in strength. Increasing
torsion skews the components of velocity in the direction of increasing torsion.
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5.2. Unsteady flow
When the pipe has non-uniform curvature and  < 2, flow reversal occurs. This type
of flow reversal is dierent to that seen by previous authors (e.g. Lyne 1971) because
it is due to an inversion of the perturbed pressure prole, whereas Lyne describes
reversal along the centreline which is due to the formation of a boundary-layer
structure. As  is increased the eect of the non-uniformity weakens and the velocity
proles become approximately the same as for oscillatory flow in a uniformly curved
pipe. When  > 4 the boundary-layer structure forms and when =G0  0:05 the
azimuthal WSS has a noticeable eect on the total WSS (at t = 0:25): namely, a
double peak is seen in the total WSS (this is true for both uniform and non-uniform
pipes).
5.3. Physiology
The steady flow calculations have shown that torsion skews and increases the strength
of the secondary velocity eld, which in turn alters the azimuthal wall shear stress
similarly. For oscillating flows it has been shown that torsion raises (from zero) the
WSS in certain regions of the pipe (Zabielski & Mestel 1998b; Gammack 1998). This
has a genuine application to bypass graft surgery. It suggests that adding a twist to
a graft will reduce the possibility of plaque build-up. The steady flow experiments of
C. G. Caro (1998, personal communication) have shown that torsion reduces the size
of the downstream stagnation region.
For oscillating flows in non-uniformly curved pipes we have shown that, at low
frequencies, the secondary velocity and azimuthal WSS are reversed at a specic time
during a period. We have not been able to study large curvature and large frequencies,
but we conjecture that a similar reversal would be seen for higher frequencies if the
curvature is also suciently increased. It would therefore be possible for an in-plane
bypass graft to increase the chance of a build-up of atherosclerotic plaques due to
the change in direction of WSS (Ku et al. 1985).
Appendix. The O(2) equations
The terms of O(2) in the expansion of Germano’s equations are
−1−2(2u20)s − u1 cos  + v20;r + w20; 
r
+
v20
r
= 0; (A 1)
−1−2u0(2u20)s − u0;rv20 − u0u1 cos  = −−1−2(2p20)s + p1 cos 
+
1
Re
[(
@
@r
+
1
r
)
[u20;r − −1−2(2v20)s + v1 cos ]
+
1
r
@
@
[u20;
r
− w1 sin  − −1−2(2w20)s
]]
; (A 2)
−1−2u0(2v20)s − u0v1 cos  = −p20;r + 1
Re
[
1
r
[
−w20;
r
− w20;r + v20;
r
]
+ −1−2
@
@s
[−2u20;r + (2v20)s − 2v1 cos ]
− 1

[(v1)s cos  − u1;r cos  − u0 cos ]
]
; (A 3)
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−1−2u0(2w20)s + u0w1 sin  = −p20;
r
+
1
Re
[
w20;r
r
+ w20;rr − w20
r2
+
1

(w1)s sin 
− u1
r
sin  − −1−2 @
@s
(
2
u20;
r
− 2w1 sin  − (2w20)s
)
− v20;r
r
+
v20;
r2
− u0 sin 
]
: (A 4)
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